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once the buddha nature in you is perfect

slowly slowly this body transmutates…

becomes acquainted with all these spaces…it takes a time…

many buddhas have had the experience but have taken ten to twelve years…

to allow this experience to filter through the bodymind and its mechanism

it is like this computer that is a hundred years old

and suddenly you get the master chip and you put it into the computer

the computer will take time to figure it out !

many people have become enlightened 

and have been unable to express these states

i am such one myself !

after my first experience i became totally dumb…dumbfounded !

it has been twenty some years now

slowly slowly i am speaking to people using this bodymind

bringing the state of nomind

and creating a new synthesis within my body

truth is what it is…

that i have experienced the black hole and death…

that is a totally separate matter

that i am in the state of enlightenment…

that is a totally different matter

my skills of communicating will take time to slowly define

these rays of light are slowly slowly penetrating 

and settling back into the body mind…

slowly coming back to this body mind and its form

and if you listen to me in the next few years 

you will see a new transmutated being

a being that aligns the vertical and the horizontal together

absorbing the world of nomind

drawing it into the world of mind and making a perfect balance

my skills of communication will slowly slowly find ways… 

to translate the inexpressible into expressions through words and gestures…

this mind has five senses

the i receives and perceives the world through five senses

those senses come inward and play with the mind

but there is a super sense…the sixth sense…that unites the five senses

that oneness is a state of awareness within you…the sixth sense

there is a higher sense…the seventh sense

the seventh sense is a pure sphere

it is not a circle…

they call it a circle but it is a sphere

the sphere is very very complex

you need to find the centre of the sphere…

the centre has a million directions spreading all around

just like a dandelion…

millions of threads going in all directions at the same time

you are at the centre of this sphere

whatsoever your five senses perceive horizontally

and that too in a divided manner

you can experience it in a united way

in a circular manner…in a circular dimension

and once you have the seventh sense

you are not only in a circle…a sensory circle

but at the very centre of the centre

it becomes multiplied…multidimensional

sound is no more sound…

you can hear mono sound…dual sound…quadrophonic sound…

imagine ten thousand speakers all around you  

and you are listening from the very spherical centre…

sound is collapsing on the centre from all directions…

taste is collapsing from all directions…

sight from all directions…touch from all directions…

so many dimensions of sensitivity… 

is the sixth and the seventh dimension

and the mind can also comprehend it
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